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This report has three elements. 
 
1. A brief overview account of the trees in the area. 
2. An area map showing; 
 the location of TPO trees, 
 trees shown on Unwin’s 1913 map and, 
 other trees which make a significant 

contribution to the local streetscape. 
3. A spreadsheet providing full details of the 
observations. 



Area 6 Overview 

Date of Observations July 2013 – October 2013 
 

Introduction 

Area 6 lies in the northwest of the Suburb. Falloden Way divides it on an east-west axis roughly 

following the valley of Mutton Brook. The brook itself flows through Northway Gardens, a Barnet 

public park, which contains many fine trees, including alder and willow trees by the brook and a 

handsome black poplar. Area 6 is unusual in that it is has four sub-areas with distinctly different 

characters.  

To the south of Falloden Way, Denman Drive, Oakwood Road and Addison Way were developed 

between 1912 and 1918 in the style of the Artisans’ Quarter.  Most of the small cottages back on to 

Little Wood, Big Wood or Northway Gardens, and this part of the Suburb is noted for its lush green 

character. The mature oaks in the woods rise above the cottage roofs giving a picturesque effect, 

which is enhanced by some notable trees in gardens: willow, silver birch and, of course, mature 

oaks. There are 32 oaks in gardens in this area. However, there are trees in front gardens which 

contribute little. In Denman Drive some tall conifers hide the architecture and dwarf the cottages; in 

Oakwood Road overgrown shrubs and trees in poor condition have a similar effect. 

Falloden Way is the section of the A1 where the four-lane highway becomes a two-lane road lined 

with very small cottages. The non-stop traffic results in a noisy, polluted environment. In this hostile 

setting, any tree of significant size makes a positive contribution to the streetscape. Here therefore, 

the criteria for a ‘significant contribution’ are somewhat relaxed, particularly in relation to shape and 

year-round attractiveness. The spreadsheet documents the particular contributions of each tree. 

One surprising feature of Falloden Way is the number of fruit trees that flourish in both front and 

back gardens. We have noted the largest of these trees, which complement the original scale of the 

cottages and are an attractive feature in spring and autumn. At 163 Falloden Way there is a small 

Mirabelle tree, which due to its modest size does not make a significant contribution to the road, but 

provides a delightful surprise for pedestrians. 

In the Holms to the north of Falloden Way, the planting of native and non–native ornamental trees 

in front gardens complements the intimate scale of the cottages. There are one or two fine mature 

trees which are described in the notes, but the interest lies in the mixture of low but mature species 

that provide a variety of colour, shape and texture throughout the year.  Eastholm and Westholm 

have small islands of trees where no single tree is of note but where the group adds significantly to 

the tranquil character of these streets, a world away from the Falloden Way traffic. 

Brookland Rise and Brookland Hill occupy a south-facing slope to the north of Falloden Way and the 

views to the south give the area an open and spacious feel. The entrance from Falloden Way is 

framed by mature trees on both sides of the road which effectively shield the residential area from 

the A1. A line of trees, listed as a TPO group, marks the western boundary and two groups of trees 

behind Brookland Garth provide views from both Brookland Rise and Brookland Hill.  Otherwise 

there are few mature trees that make a significant contribution to the streetscape. 

In Area 6, as elsewhere in the Suburb, there is some overcrowding from self-seeded trees. This 

reduces the impact that mature trees can make in the landscape.  Some species are so rapid in their 

growth that they are unsuitable for front gardens, masking the architecture, blocking light and 

potentially, if too near the house, causing damage.  



Species in Area 6   

Oak (39) is the most numerous species followed by ash and birch. In Westholm and Oakwood Road 

there are a number of old hawthorn trees and in Eastholm, a Judas tree and a Himalayan tree 

cotoneaster. Otherwise, the trees are from a range of species which are commonly found in 

Southeast England: cherry, poplar, apple, horse-chestnut and beech. Purple plum and magnolia are 

also found in front gardens. 

TPO Trees in Area 6 

There are 29 TPO listings shown on Barnet’s map of this section of the conservation area: 2 of the 

listings as groups with an unspecified number of trees. In Brookland Rise we estimate that the G8 

group includes 10-12 trees; in Midholm Close there appear to be 3 trees covered by G2. This gives a 

total of roughly 42 trees in this area that are protected by TPOs.  All except three listings are in the 

Addison Way, Oakwood Road, Denman Drive section of Area 6.  

Of the 29 listings, 5 are missing: 3 in Oakwood Road and 2 in Denman Drive. See spreadsheet for 

details. 

There are 5 TPO queries: in two cases, the tree observed is of a different species; in another case the 

tree on the TPO site is clearly a replacement sapling probably growing from the stump of the original 

tree. See spreadsheet for details. 

Unwin Trees 

19 oaks were marked on Unwin’s 1913 map, of which 6 survive. One of these is protected by a TPO.  

Individual Unwin trees of exceptional quality include the major oak by the footpath into Big Wood at 

66 Oakwood Road, and the oak in front of 59 Oakwood Road which grows in the boundary hedge 

and is on the Barnet Street Tree list.  

Groups of significant trees in Area 6 

There are five groups of trees of especial note in this area.  Firstly, the mature oaks in the rear and 

front gardens of 66-86 Addison Way. These oaks, set in front of the canopy of trees in Little Wood), 

form an impressive entrance to the Suburb. 

Secondly, Denman Drive is one of the most wooded and picturesque roads in the Suburb. The land 

falls towards the NE and is bordered to the north by Little Wood and to the south by Big Wood and 

the street appears to be enclosed by trees. Most of these are indeed in the woods, but in Denman 

Drive North, there is a sequence of attractive trees including a copper beech, a magnificent willow, a 

horse-chestnut and two silver birches, which add greatly to the ambiance.  The same is true at the 

northern entrance to Denman Drive South, which is marked by a purple leaved plum, a maple and a 

birch tree.  

Thirdly, there are the major oaks in the accurately named Oakwood Road. Almost half of all the oaks 

in Area 6 are found in this road (16/39).  They are strung along the length of the road, both in front 

and rear gardens; particularly notable examples are: the oak to the rear of 23 and 25, the two oaks 

between 20 and 22, and oaks at 86 and 98.  

Fourthly, there is a line of ash trees on the rear boundaries of the cottages in Falloden Way, which 

back on to Northway gardens. These are a prominent feature of the public gardens, providing some 

privacy to the rear elevations of these cottages.  



Fifthly, the TPO group G8, which sits just beyond the boundaries of the gardens on the western side 

of Brookland Rise, is worth noting because it provides a green boundary to the Suburb itself at this 

point; the trees also provide ‘borrowed views’ from Brookland Rise. 

Individual trees of note in Area 6 

Three oaks are quite exceptional in their height, shape and condition. The oak T13 to the rear of 53 

Denman Drive provides a focal point at the T junction at the southern entry to Denman Drive; the 

oak in the rear garden of 71 Denman Drive is one of the finest oaks in the Suburb, but it is less visible 

from the street as it is partially hidden behind 69 Denman Drive; and the oak in the rear garden of 9 

Eastholm dominates the land between Midholm and Eastholm, providing fine views between houses 

in both streets.  Finally, in the front garden of 89 Oakwood Road, there is an umbrella-shaped tree 

with intricately twisted and interwoven branches forming a ‘capital’ beneath the umbrella-shaped 

canopy; this could be a wych elm variant Pendula horizontalis or Camperdown where branches 

writhe from a high graft. If so, these cultivars are now quite rare.   

Tree Preservation Order Recommendations  

6 trees in Area 6 are recommended for consideration for Tree Preservation Orders (see Spreadsheet 

Notes for details). 





Area TPO Unwin 
trees

Signifi
cant 

Trees

TPO Ref no/SIG Ref 
no.

TPO 
Tree 
No.

 Street Location Species Notes 

6 1 ADDIT01 Addison Way In front of Oakwood Court oak good shaped, oak, with oaks at 66 it frames the entrance to the Suburb.

6 2 ADDIT02g Addison Way 66 front garden oak 2 tall oaks, not particularly good shape but they frame the entrance to the Suburb with the Oakwood Court oak which lies opposite

6 2 ADDIT03g Addison Way 72 front garden cherry, sycamore Cherry towards E boundary and mature sycamore to West boundary

6 1 ADDIT04 Addison Way 74 rear garden maple
impossible to distinguish from canopy of trees in Little Wood which are visible over roofs but there is a large maple visible over the garages 
between 72 and 74 which could be this tree

6 1 ADDIT05 Addison Way 76 rear boundary of garden oak fine tall oak

6 1 ADDIT06 Addison Way 76 rear boundary of back garden oak fine tall oak wrongly placed on map originally

6 1 ADDIT07 Addison Way 84 front garden ash mature ash contributes to the "green entrance" to the Suburb

6 1 TPO-CA-196 T1 Addison Way 66 oak tall, handsome tree to rear of house

6 1 1 TPO-CA-196 T2 Addison Way 68 oak tall, handsome tree to rear of house, good view through from Erskine Hill

6 1 TPO-CA-196 T3 Addison Way 72 oak TPO QUERY listed as false acacia but there is a huge oak in this position, no false acacia visible

6 1 TPO-CA-196 T4 Addison Way 74 rear garden oak impossible to distinguish from canopy of trees in Little Wood which are visible over roofs

6 1 TPO-CA-196 T5 Addison Way 86 rear boundary oak huge oak, good shape and condition visible from Oakwood Road

6 Addison Way 70 rear garden oak MISSING

6 4 BROHT01g Brookland Hill Group of trees to W of Brookland Hill beech, lime, ash
A distant group visible between and over houses from 13-25 Brookland Hill. Not possible to be sure of location, or species. The trees are 
probably in rear gardens of 3 and 4 Br Garth. Good shaped, mature trees providing green background to Street 

6 1 BROHT02 Brookland Hill 16 rear garden ash Back garden of 16 Br Hill. Visible from both Brookland Hill and Footpath

6 1 BROHT03 Brookland Hill 18 rear garden ash Back garden of 18 Br Hill. Visible  from both Brookland Hill and Footpath

6 3 BRORT01g Brookland Rise
Falloden Court Front garden W of entrance to Brookland Rise from 
A1

 holly, oak, copper 
beech

Mixed group in garden of Falloden Court. Together with trees on E of entrance to Brookland Rise separates off the AI and frames Brookland 
Rise

6 3 BRORT02g Brookland Rise east of entrance to Brookland Rise from A1 ash, oak, copper beech
ash on bank of Mutton Brook, oak and (small) copper beech in garden of 2 Brookland Close. Together with trees on W of entrance to Brookland 
Rise separates off the A1 and frames Brookland Rise

6 1 BRORT03 Brookland Rise 10 front garden False Acacia Good shape at corner but cramped by a smaller tree (cherry?) on east side. A very tall tree .

6 3 BRORT04g Brookland Rise 47a front garden oak, poplar medium size oak, 2 Lombardy poplars

6 1 BRORT05 Brookland Rise 51 rear garden silver birch back garden of 51, good shape, but visible between 49 and 51 TPO QUERY possibly of marginal importance

6 1 BRORT06 Brookland Rise 81,area to west of entrance to Brooklands School silver birch reasonable shape, provides focus looking E from Brookland Rise and, especially, looking N from  Brookland Hill

6 4 BRORT07g Brookland Rise TO REAR 46, 44, 42
conifer, ash,  Beech? 
Lime?

properties in Brookland Garth good views between houses from several directions, S from Brookland Garth and Brookland Rise, E from 
Brookland Hill

6 1 BRORT08 Brookland Rise 45 front garden beech three stemmed, well proportioned, healthy smallish beech, provides focus at top of hill and on corner from both W and E

6 2 BRORT09g Brookland Rise group of trees in area west of Brookland Rise
poplar, oak, ash, silver 
birch

Tops viewed between houses along the W side of Brookland Rise. Two poplars at top of hill provide excellent view E from Brookland Rise after 
the right turn and Hill Top. Number of trees not specified in Barnet TPO group listing.

6 1 DENDT01g Denman Drive front of 20 and 22 pine
2 trees one in 22,one in 20 - unsure of species possibly Monterey pine; not sure about including these, they look a good shape from the 
entrance to Littlewood looking SW but they obscure the architecture and are not in sympathy with the intimate nature of the street. 

6 1 TRE-F1-43 T16 Denman Drive 69 purple leaved plum multi-stemmed tree

6 1 TRE-F1-43 T1 Denman Drive 68 maple ivy creeper covers tree trunk 

6 1 TRE-F1-43 T13 Denman Drive side rear of 53 oak well shaped oak, good condition, focal point at T junction

6 TRE-F1-43 T15 Denman Drive N front of  55 oak MISSING

6 1 TRE-F1-43 T14 Denman Drive S corner of 55 ash mature tree stretching attractively over the road, severe lopping on house side of tree,  TPO QUERY, listed as 56 but definitely on map at  55

6 1 TRE-F1-43 T2 Denman Drive 48 rear bdry with Bigwood oak medium size oak, good shape near  rear boundary  

6 TRE-F1-43 T12 Denman Drive front of 19 thorn MISSING



6 1 TRE-F1-43 T11 Denman Drive front of 29 copper beech medium size tree, much pruned

6 1 TRE-F1-43 T10 Denman Drive rear of 33 oak
tree near boundary with Littlewood, good shape, visible from street over the rooftop; a younger beech tree is growing up through the branches 
of this tree. TPO QUERY listing says horse chestnut

6 1 TRE-F1-43 T20 Denman Drive front of 37 willow huge tree, spreading shape, a  green focus near the corner of the street

6 1 DENDT02 Denman Drive N 23 near to front boundary willow excellent shaped tree, cottage visible through branches, very picturesque effect adding to the ambiance of this location 

6 1 DENDT03 Denman Drive N side of 37 near house horse chestnut mature, tall tree very close to the house, foliage extends over path into Little Wood.   Group TPO in place nearby.

6 2 DENDT05g Denman Drive N front of 34 maple ,cherry a well shaped small, leaved maple and a cherry tree add to the lush, wooded ambiance of this road.

6 3 DENDT06g Denman Drive N front of 30 conifer/cedar
3 tall trees, 1 double trunked, major feature of this part of the road but the trees dwarf the houses and hide the cottage behind. CHECK 
SPECIES

6 2 DENDT04g Denman Drive N Front of 45 Silver Birch 2 graceful trees, good condition, over roof height .

6 1 DENDT07 Denman Drive S front of 61 near 63 cedar adds to the street as there is enough space around the tree to see its shape; but alien species not in character with architecture. See photo

6 1 DENDT08 Denman Drive S rear of 69 but actually on land forming part of garden of 91 oak
magnificent, mature oak, of great girth and height visible from Denman Drive as mapped and also from Oakwood Road. TPO 
RECOMMENDATION.

6 3 EASTT01g Eastholm 6 Front garden (south-north)
cherry, Indian horse 
chestnut, apple form a group along front hedge, very crowded which affects the quality and shape of the trees

6 1 EASTT02 Eastholm 10Front garden by hedge silver birch tall elegant

6 1 EASTT03 Eastholm 10 Front garden by hedge with 12
Himalayan tree 
cotoneaster spreading crown over both gardens. Fine condition, abundant berries

6 2 EASTT04g Eastholm 12/14 behind garages weeping willow large well shaped trees

6 2 EASTT05g Eastholm 14 corner of front garden near 16 silver birch good shape and size - possibly one tree with two large trunks from original root?

6 2 EASTT06g Eastholm 16/18 behind garage
copper beech and 
Lombardy polar tall well formed trees to fill the view

6 6 EASTT07g Eastholm Central Island. mixed group
includes: Japanese maples, Cyprus, apple, cherry, rhododendron. Variety of deciduous and mature evergreen ornamental trees providing 
colour and variety year round. Overgrown and crowded

6 1 EASTT08 Eastholm 28 corner of front garden near entrance steps Judas tree  small well positioned and fine branches, unusual tree in suburb

6 1 EASTT09 Eastholm 32 west hedge Japanese maple Large with beautiful crown

6 1 EASTT10 Eastholm 23 north of front door Magnolia Large well shaped  with interesting twisted branches

6 1 EASTT11 Eastholm 3/5 Front boundary hedge pear Tall spreading

6 1 UNKNOWN T1 Eastholm 9 Rear garden oak
Mature oak of exceptional size and shape. Excellent view between 7 and 9 Eastholm. Also from between 19 and 21 Midholm, and 12 and 14 
Midholm.

6 1 FALLT01 Falloden Way 90 w side of garden apple old apple tree, very attractive in summer

6 3 FALLT02g Falloden Way 94 front and side garden
silver birch, poplar, 
purple leaved cherry this group forms a welcome area of green at the start of the very busy 2 lane section of the A1

6 1 FALLT03 Falloden Way 98 rear garden boundary ash mature good height and shape, 1 of a line of 5 prominent feature from Northway Gardens

6 1 FALLT04 Falloden Way 108 rear garden boundary. ash mature good height and shape, 1 of a line of 5 prominent feature from Northway Gardens

6 1 FALLT05 Falloden Way 118 rear boundary ash mature good height and shape, 1 of a line of 5 prominent feature from Northway Gardens

6 1 FALLT06 Falloden Way 124 rear boundary ash mature good height and shape, 1 of a line of 5 prominent feature from Northway Gardens

6 1 FALLT07 Falloden Way 128 rear boundary cherry check if really significant

6 1 FALLT08 Falloden Way 130/132rear boundary ash mature good height and shape, 1 of a line of 5 prominent feature from Northway Gardens

6 1 FALLT09 Falloden Way 144 front garden beech mature spreading specimen

6 4 FALLT10g Falloden Way 148-152 rear gardens apple, pear group of 4-6 fruit trees spread across 4 gardens, prominent feature from Northway Gardens

6 1 FALLT11 Falloden Way 162 rear boundary ash continues line of former hedge trees

6 1 FALLT12 Falloden Way 176 rear boundary sycamore tall reasonable tree in line of hedge trees



6 2 FALLT13g Falloden Way 184 rear boundary sycamore pair of very large sycamores prominent feature viewed from Northway Gardens

6 1 FALLT14 Falloden Way 251 E side front garden ash good size, multistem tree in an otherwise bare area. Attractive open growth.

6 2 FALLT15g Falloden Way between 243-245 distant view oak, eucalyptus possibly a cider gum, rather straggly, and  distant but view between houses is important in this area - QUERY - check if significant

6 3 FALLT16g Falloden Way 229  front and side apple, cherry
a group of old fruit trees and a sycamore, very attractive in summer, together with the ashes at 225 the group frames the entrance to Eastholm. 
Location is the main factor here not individual quality.

6 1 FALLT17 Falloden Way 225 front garden ash mark the entrance to Eastholm

6 2 FALLT18g Falloden Way between 211-213 distant view oak, birch distant view of mature trees softens this area of heavy traffic

6 4 FALLT19g Falloden Way 205 corner, side and front garden sycamore
a stand of self seeded trees, from street tree. Mostly young, none very good individually but a significant oasis of height and green in this area 
of heavy traffic. Marks entrance to Midholm.

6 1 FALLT20 Falloden Way 183 in front on bdry with181 ash tall, multi-stemmed tree, good open crown

6 1 FALLT21 Falloden Way 175 front garden cherry mature specimen, attractive trunk, marks Westholm entrance, softens corner

6 1 FALLT22 Falloden Way 159 front garden by bdry with 157 cherry prominent tree, good shape

6 1 FALLT23 Falloden Way 153 near garage to rear ash very tall, mature tree, good shape

6 Falloden Way 161 front garden MISSING

6 Falloden Way 161/163 rear bdry MISSING

6 Falloden Way 165 rear garden MISSING

6 Falloden Way 169 front garden MISSING

6 Falloden Way 171 front garden MISSING

6 1 MIDHT01 Midholm 8 front garden Apple or crab? CHECK old tree

6 1 MIDHT02 Midholm 12 boundary with 14 cherry old shapely with fine thick branches

6 1 MIDHT03 Midholm 14 boundary with 16 magnolia fine spreading

6 1 MIDHT04 Midholm 20 boundary with 22 cherry very old, upright thick branches

6 1 MIDHT05 Midholm 48 front hedge ash* very old, upright thick braches, has clearly been pollarded in distant past to form a very shapely and pleasing rounded tree

6 1 MIDHT06 Midholm 47 front corner with Hilltop cherry well shaped, has spread and echoes street tree in Hilltop also a cherry

6 1 MIDHT07 Midholm 37 centre front hedge crab apple very old, spreading crown, articulates the narrowing of the street at this point (the houses are closer to the street).

6 2 MIDHT08g Midholm 21 back garden Apple etc. Group of trees filling rear gap between 19 and 21

6 1 MIDHT09 Midholm 13 front garden/corner of 15 Japanese maple

6 1 MIDHT10 Midholm 11 front garden near house silver birch weeping silver birch, shades gardens of 9 and 11 like an umbrella. Very attractive

6 1 MIDCT01 Midholm Close 19/20 front hedge holly shapely and mature tree, hides the architecture to some extent

6 1 MIDCT02 Midholm Close 11/12 front garden field maple mature well shaped

6 5 MIDCT03g Midholm Close 1/2 front garden sycamore, ash
group of trees including 2 mature sycamores (one covered by ivy on trunk and lower branches) and 3 young ash trees. This group frames the 
entrance to the Close in an attractive way although each tree is of modest quality

6 2 MIDCT04g Midholm Close group of trees in area NE of 16 Oak, grey poplar, lime Fine, large well shaped trees particularly the major  oak. Not possible to see exact location but the trees appear to extend behind 14 and 15. 

6 1 OAKWT01 Oakwood Road Between 1C and 1 Ash
very large tree,  good shape, -above roof height; the crown fills the space between the houses very attractively. The tree is located to the side of 
1 Oakwood Rd. on the boundary and slightly to the rear of the house

6 1 OAKWT02 Oakwood Road Between 7 and 9 Horse chestnut Well shaped chestnut, probably actually in garden of  No.9

6 1 OAKWT03 Oakwood Road Rear garden of 11,  to side, close  boundary with13 Silver Birch well shaped, graceful tree; filling gap between houses, complements the architecture

6 1 OAKWT04 Oakwood Road Rear between 23 + 25 Oak huge, majestic oak visible over garage, probably in garden of 25 but almost on the boundary. TPO RECOMMENDATION 



6 1 OAKWT05 Oakwood Road Front of 59 Oak Very large and beautiful - pruned at lower levels; located in the hedge and is on the Barnet Street Tree database

6 1 OAKWT06 Oakwood Road front of 61by bdry. with 63 magnolia grandiflora large, well shaped evergreen tree on site of Unwin tree. Obscures house.

6 1 OAKWT07 Oakwood Road Front of 89 Wych elm ?
'umbrella' shape - with very intricately twisted and interwoven branches forming a 'capital beneath the umbrella shaped canopy.  It looks trained 

rather than natural but could be the result of pruning.

6 2 OAKWT09g Oakwood Road Front of 99 Hawthorn, maple  Tall hawthorn, intermingled with a maple. 2 good trees but overgrown and masked by sapling and shrub growth 

6 1 OAKWT10 Oakwood Road Front of 101 ?prunus CHECK SPECIES A fine spreading cherry?, good shape 

6 1 OAKWT11 Oakwood Road Front of 6 walnut  in hedge, roof height and shape but not in good condition

6 2
OAKWT12g Oakwood Road Between 20 +22 Sycamore & ash

These trees are part of a group  of trees, mostly oak (see below)which make a major impact on the streetscape. On the NW corner of the group, 
a sycamore dominates  an ash with both soaring high with some branches overhanging the pavement.  The land is attached to 22.   Group TPO 
in place nearby.

6 1 OAKWT13 Oakwood Road Between 20 +22 Oak One of two major oaks of great height, spreading crowns and in fine condition. Each of these trees is worthy of a TPO RECOMMENDATION

6 1
OAKWT14 Oakwood Road Between 20 +22 Oak

One of two major oaks of great height, spreading crowns and in fine condition. Each of these trees is worthy of a TPO RECOMMENDATION. 
Difficult to gauge exact location. Also, there is a third oak behind these tow oaks which is most probably DENDT06 in the garden of 71 Denman 
Drive South

6 1 OAKWT15 Oakwood Road NW corner of front 28 Oak  rooftop height tree, framing corner of road

6 1 OAKWT16 Oakwood Road Front of 46 Oak Tall oak; heavily pruned 

6 2 OAKWT17g Oakwood Road Front of 52 Red Plum? Hawthorn
A relatively young red plum on the  site of an Unwin tree. Also at front on W side of gate, an old hawthorn; together these add to the country 
lane prettiness of the street

6 1 OAKWT18 Oakwood Road Front of 60 Oak Very good oak - large - nice shape - good condition

6 1 OAKWT19 Oakwood Road Front of 66 Oak Very large + good shape - heavily pruned over path to Bigwood

6 1 OAKWT20 Oakwood Road Front of 70 Silver Birch
a silver birch in the location of an Unwin trees, modest in size but good shape, branches overhang the pavement, adding shade and movement 

to the streetscape.

6 1 OAKWT21 Oakwood Road Front of 86 Oak  Fine old oak in good condition, in hedge but not on street tree list TPO RECOMMENDATION

6 1 OAKWT22 Oakwood Road Rear of 88 Oak Crown visible over garage - good shape (wide crown) - good condition

6 3 OAKWT23g Oakwood Road Front of 94 and 96
Silver Birch, crab 
apple, hawthorn

These trees grow very close to the hedge, overcrowded but an attractive group in character with the cottage architecture and general ambiance 
of the road.

6 1 OAKWT24 Oakwood Road Front of 98, on boundary with 83 Northway gardens oak major oak, very tall, good shape, marks the beginning of the road TPO RECOMMENDATION

6 1 TPO-CA105 T1 Oakwood Road Front of 45 Oak Mature oak of great height, pruned on house side, elevated crown means that the cottages are not obscured

6 1 TPO-CA193 T1 Oakwood Road Front of 47 oriental thorn Small, well shaped and frames house & pavement

6 1 TPO-CA193 T2 Oakwood Road Rear of 55 Oak Crown visible from Oakwood Road, good view from Northway Gardens, extensively pruned.

6 1 TPO-CA193 T3 Oakwood Road Front garden  95 Hawthorn
Original hawthorn recently felled, stump visible. Sapling hawthorn probably from the original tree is now growing TPO QUERY, presume that 
TPO listing transfers

6 1 TPO-CA193 T7 Oakwood Road Outside rear of 66 Oak On  boundary with Big Wood - huge and aged tree - crown seen from road and path leading into Big Wood

6 1 TPO-CA218 T1 Oakwood Road Land adjacent to rear of 36 Oak Medium/large healthy Oak - not hugely visible from road

6 1 TPO-CA218 T2 Oakwood Road Land adjacent to rear of 38 Oak Large Oak - crown can be seen behind/in-between 36 - 38

6 TPO-CA218 T3 Oakwood Road Land adjacent to rear of 36/38 Oak MISSING

6 TRE-F1-43 T18 Oakwood Road front of 16 Oak MISSING

6 TRE-F1-43 T17 Oakwood Road front of 18 Ash MISSING

6 1 TRE-F1-43 T19 Oakwood Road South corner of 26, rear garden Birch In garden of 26 but actually faces Denman Drive - Can be seen above rooftops at 26 

6 Oakwood Road Front of 51a MISSING

6 Oakwood Road Front of 54 oak MISSING (appears as clump of three on Unwin map)

6 Oakwood Road Front of 54 oak MISSING (appears as clump of three on Unwin map)



6 Oakwood Road Front of 54 oak MISSING (appears as clump of three on Unwin map)

6 1 WESTT01 Westholm 4 front garden
golden Cyprus (sawara 
Cyprus) acts as focus at entrance to Close, small. Good shape unusual

6 1 WESTT02 Westholm 14 front hawthorn very old with attractive crown

6 1 WESTT03 Westholm 16./18 behind oak large, well formed, visible between houses

6 1 WESTT04 Westholm 24 front hawthorn very old, has been well pollarded in past to give attractive crown

6 2 WESTT05g Westholm 24/26 behind beeches tall trees providing background interest, visible at a distance between 24/26

6 1 WESTT06 Westholm 30 front garden corner with 32 hawthorn pollarded in past to fine shape.

6 1 WESTT07 Westholm 36 front garden magnolia fine shape, beautiful branches check exact location

6 1 WESTT08 Westholm 39/40 behind poplar Lombardy has recently been cut to reach 60% of height of houses; check species willow?

6 1 WESTT09 Westholm 29 front garden tamarisk attractive tree and unusual in Suburb

6 5 WESTT10g Westholm island in middle of Close
holly (2) cherry (2) 
purple plum (1) Significant as a group of small mature trees, but overgrown. Adds focus, colour, and texture to the close 

6 1 WESTT11 Westholm 21 by front hedge hawthorn tall old good shape

6 1 WESTT12 Westholm 7 S side by boundary hedge with 5 Silver birch old and shapeless but adds interest to this side of the street




